THE 8TH GENERAL CONFERENCE OF CSCAP
HANOI, 21-22 NOVEMBER 2011

Dangers and Dilemmas
*Will the new Regional Security Architecture help?*

**TENTATIVE PROGRAMME**
*(As of October 11, 2011)*

**DAY ONE**

- *Welcoming remark by CSCAP Vietnam*
- *Opening address by CSCAP Co-chair*
- *Keynote address by the Prime Minister of Vietnam*

**Session 1: WMD - Moving towards zero in a nuclear renaissance?**

**Chair:** US CSCAP (Ralph Cossa)

**Presenter:** Dr. Lawrence Scheinman, James Martin Center for Non-proliferation Studies, Monterey Institute of International Studies

**Discussants:**
- Dr. Chu Shulong, Deputy Director, the Institute of International Strategic and Development Studies, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
- Professor Robert Ayson, CSCAP New Zealand, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

**Session 2: Maritime security – Towards a regional code of conduct?**

**Chair:** CSCAP Philippines (Carolina Hernandez)
Presenters:
- Dr. Nong Hong, Deputy Director, Research Center for Oceans Law and Policy, National Institute for South China Sea Studies, China
- Dr Mark J. Valencia, Senior Associate, Nautilus Institute

Discussants:
- Dr Li Mingjiang, Senior Fellow, Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Singapore
- Professor Hasjim Djalal, Indonesia
- Mr. Nazery Khalid, Head, Center for Maritime Economics and Industries, Malaysia Institute of Maritime Affairs

Lunch talk: China and ASEAN

Chair: CSCAP Malaysia (Tan Sri Jawhar)

Presenter: Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi or Ambassador Tong Xiaoling, Chinese Ambassador to ASEAN: on 20 years of ASEAN – China relationship and contribution to regional cooperation (to be confirmed)

Commentator: Dr Rizal Sukma, Executive Director, Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Jakarta, Indonesia

Session 3: Responsibility to Protect – Different views and Perspectives

Chair: CSCAP Singapore (Kwa Chong Guan)

Presenter: Edward Luck, United Nations Special Adviser on Responsibility to Protect (TBC)

Discussants:
- Professor Alexander Bellamy, Griffith University, Australia
- Dr. Vannarith Chheang, Director, Cambodian Institute of Peace and Cooperation (TBC)
- Craig Strathern, International Committee of the Red Cross (TBC)
- Kavi Chongkittavorn, Assistant Group Editor, The Nations (TBC)

Session 4: Water: source for future development, not contention

Chair: CSCAP Japan (Ambassador Yoshiji Nogami)
Presenter:
- Professor Brahma Chellaney, Center for Policy Research, New Delhi, India
- Prof Mikiyasu Nakayama, CSCAP Japan
- Professor Zhou Shichun from the Department of Environmental Protection, Hydrochina Corporation, China

Discussants:
- Amb. Somkiati Ariyapruchya, CSCAP Thailand
- Dr. Le Huu Ti, CSCAP Vietnam

Dinner talk: Regional architecture to 2020
Chair: CSCAP Vietnam
Presenter: The Hon. Kevin Rudd MP, Foreign Minister of Australia (TBC)

DAY TWO
Session 5: Korean Peninsula – Alternative approaches?
Chair: CSCAP China (Ambassador Ma Zhengang)
Presenters: - Mr. Ma Tong Hui, The Institute of Disarmament and Peace, CSCAP DPRK (TBC)
- CSCAP Korea
Discussants: - Ralph Cossa, President of the Pacific Forum CSIS in Honolulu, US CSCAP
- Dr. Termsak Chalermpalanupap, Director, Political-Security Bureau, ASEAN Secretariat

Session 6: Naval enhancement – How to build regional confidence
Chair: - CSCAP India (Probal Ghosh)
Presenter: - Raymond Quilop, Assistant Secretary, ASEC for Strategic Assessment of the Department of National Defense, the Philippines
- Kaneda Hideaki, Japan Institute of International Affairs
Discussants: - Dr Tim Huxley, Director, International Institute of Strategic Studies, Singapore
Lunch talk: The US in a region of change

Chair: CSCAP Korea (Kim Dalchoong)

Keynote: Hillary Clinton, Secretary of State, USA (to be confirmed)

Session 7: Cyberspace – National asset or global common?

Chair: Aus-CSCAP (Desmond Ball)

Presenter: (TBC)

Discussants: - Ian Dudgeon, Principal, Ian Dudgeon & Associates P/L, Australia
- Lt. Col. Husin Jazri, Chief Executive Officer, CyberSecurity Malaysia (TBC)
- CSCAP India
- Amb. Kirill M. Barsky, CSCAP Russia

Session 8: Will the Regional Security Architecture help?

Chair: CSCAP Indonesia (Jusuf Wanandi)

Presenter: Dr Surin Pitsuwan, ASEAN Secretary-General

Discussants: - Amb. Yoshiji Nogami, President of Japan Institute for International Affairs, Co-Chair of CSCAP Japan
- Dr. Yuan Jian, China Institute of International Studies
- Dr. Vyacheslav Nikonov, Chairman, CSCAP Russia
- John Brandon, The Asia Foundation, USA